DIY Eliza: Instructions
Make sure you first download from Redlightsonthebrain the list of things required for a DIY Eliza.
1.

Take your bucket, ruler and marking pen. We will put on all the
markings before we start cutting the bucket.

2.
Measure ~16cm or 6.5 inches from the top of the bucket.
Mark the measurement around the bucket. We’ll call this line the
circumference.

3.

Mark the places to make holes close to the top of the bucket. Five
in total, one big and four small.
The first is at the top, about half way between the attachment of the
handles. See the black arrow.
Two sets of two smaller holes, big enough to take a small cable tie.
See the white arrows.

Mark only the holes circles in green.

4.

Here’s a better picture of the five holes.

5.

Mark the places to make holes along the sides of the bucket. Eight
in total, two sets of four on opposite sides of the bucket.
Useful landmarks:
1. Bucket handle insertions
2. Circumference mark
Mark two small holes, around 1 inch or ~2cm above the
circumference line, ½ inch or ~1cm apart.
Mark two more small holes, around 1 inch or ~2cm above the
bucket bottom, ½ inch or ~1cm apart.
Repeat on the other side of the bucket, matching the measurements
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of your first set of holes.
Mark holes on the bottom of the bucket
6.

7.

1.

Two sets of small holes as marked in green.

2.

Some big holes around the bottom – these are just for
ventilation,

Take your sharp-pointed knife and make sure you are working in a
place where you can safely make a mess.
Hold the knife at right angles to the plastic bucket bottom and
maintain gentle pressure, then rotate the knife point back and forth.
The rotating movement reduces splitting, but don’t worry if the
plastic splits. It will be fine.
The ventilation holes around the perimeter are large (around 1cm or
½ inch. Do 7-8 ventilation holes.
The holes in the middle are quite small - these just need to allow a
cable tie through.
You can use a drill, but I found it was much easier to use a knife.
If your bucket has thick plastic, then a drill will help.
Using the knife, make the five holes marked in the green circle.

8.
Make sure that there is a gap of around 8cm (~3 inches) between
the big hole and the closest pair of small holes. See:
Find two cable ties and the plastic rectangle. Mine is green, but
colour doesn’t matter.
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9.

Make four holes in your plastic rectangle to match the four small
holes you put in the bucket in Step 8.
Orient the rectangle, as in the picture, with the small holes facing
away from the larger hole. Put the cable ties through the green
thing, then into the bucket then back out through the lower holes in
the bucket and rectangle. The cable ties need to be oriented to go
down the bucket, top to bottom, not side to side.
Feed the cable ties through but DON'T connect them yet. They will
be holding the plug connector.
Find your plug connector.
Attach the plug connector as in the photo. The numbers in pink:

10.
1.

Shows the plug connector sticking out from the green
rectangle to which it is attached.
2. Shows the screws that need to be kept uncovered.
3. Shows where the positive (+) side of the connector is.
Mark this before you tighten the cable ties.
Tighten the cable ties and make the plug connector as tightly held
as you can.
The plastic rectangle gives the connector a flat surface which is much
more secure than being tied to the curved bucket.
This stability is needed to ensure that the wires don't wobble.
Where the wires meet the connector is the most vulnerable part.

You might find that the cable ties refuse to hold tight. If that
happens, take the cable tie out of the holes, turn it over and rethread
into the holes.
11.

This photo shows the connector more clearly with its yellow cable
ties.

Thread a cable tie (red one in the photo) through the small holes.
Don’t connect it, just loop the tie through so it is secure for the
moment.

Now for the holes on the bucket sides.
12.
Get the trusty knife out and gouge out the two sets of small holes at
the bottom of the bucket. These holes are all for cable ties, so they
don't need to be large.
Make sure you place the holes similar to the photo. If you put the
bottom pair of holes ~ 7cm or 1.5” above the bucket bottom
,
then make the other holes ~5cm or 1” above the circumference
line.
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Now it is time to cut the bucket into two pieces.
13.
Use a Stanley knife and score the circumference line you drew
around the bucket.
Then use your sharp pointed knife to push through the scoring.
There will be odd splits of the plastic around the line, but don't
worry about it.

14.

The bucket is now in two pieces. And mine looks very messy.
I use sharp scissors to neaten the edge of the top piece of bucket,
Don't get too fussy about the bottom part as it will be hidden.

15.

After neatening with sharp scissors.

16.

We have to put in something that allows the hat to perch on the
very top of your head. This is the worst part of this design as I would
prefer to get light all over the head. As yet I've not figured out how to
achieve a better coverage.

I use a plastic lid from a container that is no longer needed.
Diameter: ~ 6.5cm or 2.5”
Height:
~ 2cm or 3/4”
You can see a little hole in the side?
Make a hole on the opposite side as well.
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17.

Now find some bits of sponge and cut it to fit over the lid hanging
over the lid ~1cm or ½ inch.
Glue the sponge onto the lid. Or use double sided tape.
You can just see one of the little holes you made in the lid.
These will have cable ties through them.

18.

Turn over the bottom part of the bucket so that the cut edge is on
the table, and you are looking at the very bottom of the bucket.
Take two cable ties and thread one through the innermost of a pair
of small holes.
Then do the other cable tie.
Hold the cable ties in place as you carefully turn the bucket over.

19.

Make sure that both cable ties came through.
Loop each cable tie through the hole inside the lid, so that the cable
tie sprouts out of the lid as shown.
Thread each cable tie through the inner hole of the lid, then loop it
back into the other hole in the bucket bottom. Here

20.

Holding the cable ties in place and not losing all that careful work, turn the
bucket over so that you are looking at the bottom of the bucket,
The cable ties should look like this.
Carefully tie each cable tie and gently but not completely tighten. It is
useful to leave some slack for later adjustments.
Don’t worry if the sponged lid is a bit wobbly at the moment, You can
tweak that later.
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21.

It should look like this.

Now it is time to join the two parts of the bucket together.
22.
You will need two cable ties, one for each side.
Slide the bottom part of the bucket inside the top part until one set
of small holes are close together.

Take a cable tie and poke it through:
23.
- the bottom of the top part
- then the top of the bottom part
- and back into the other holes
Thread the cable tie so it catches and holds, but don't tighten it.
Repeat on the other side.

24.

You can see that my effort is a bit lopsided. It really doesn't matter
too much.
Tighten the two cable ties a little, but don't tie fully. Leave slack for
later adjustment.
Don’t worry about the bucket hat being wobbly.
In a moment you will be putting the insulation material inside the
bucket and this will help stabilise the connection of the two pieces
of the bucket.
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25.
Here is another view from the side.
It is not elegant.

26.

Measure inside your bucket from the base to the top.
It will be ~16cm/ 6.5”, give or take a bit.
Cut some of the insulation stuff. Cut one length to your inside
bucket measurement and then cut the other sides so that there is a
bit of a taper.
Cut some more of these pieces, then start fitting them into the
inside of your bucket. Again, this is not about perfection.

27.

Don’t cover that big hole.
You can cover the cable ties that are visible inside the bucket, but
not that big hole.
Find your foil tape.

28.

Cut foil tape to length - to connect the separate
sections.
If you have very wide tape, you might want to
cut it in half lengthwise. This tape is pretty
tricky and likes to leap onto any surface and
stay there.
Peel off the back of the tape and tape from
bottom to top. Stick a bit to the bottom of the
bucket and hopefully you will have enough to
stick onto the top.
Don't worry about it being perfect.
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29.

Now do the same to connect all the insulation pieces inside the
bucket.
It should look something like this.

30.

Find your roll of LED lights.

31.

Now it is time to start putting in the LED lights.
Put the roll of LED strip in the bucket.
Thread the wired end through that big hole.

32.

You can see the red and black leads.
Now the fun begins.
Take the black lead and make sure that the wires are uncovered for
about 1cm or ½ inch. Twist the wires in your fingers so that they
are all clumped together.
Loosen the screw to the connector hole marked negative (-), insert
the bare wire in, and screw it tightly. The wire should be firmly
squashed by the screw. If the wire falls out, unscrew a little, push it
back in, hold it in and try again.
Then put the red wire into the connector’s positive (+) hole and
repeat the process.

33.

It should look like this.
Check the light. Put a 12 volt power plug in the connector.
All going well, the LED strip should light up.
If it doesn't light up, then check the red and black wire connections.
Loosen off the screws and re tighten them.
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34.

Now it's time to pad up the connections and make sure they are
protected and stable.
Take some thin old foam and tuck it under the wire connections and
through the hole so that the wires are protected all the way around.
Foam is best as it is not conductive.
Don't use pieces of the insulation material as that is
conductive. Keep checking that the lights still work. Make this a
regular part of the next part of the creation.

35.

It should look something like this.

36.

The wires need to be padded and covered.
Use foam to support the red and black wires
and to support the insertion into the connector.
And put padding around the wires as they go
through the hole.
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37.

Peel some of the tape from the LED strip and
carefully place it almost parallel to the top of the
bucket. Almost parallel – it does need to angle a
tiny bit downwards so it can be wound around
and fastened to the sides.

38.

Before we start sticking down the LED strip,
make sure you know which parts of the LED
strip can be safely covered.
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39.
Cut a longish strip of the foil tape,
then start cutting it lengthwise into
strips of ~0.5cm or ¼ inch.

39.
Cut a small piece of the tape.

40.

Place the foil tape over the LED strip, being sure
to avoid covering any of the LED lights.
And never place foil tape over the solder (see
38).

41.
It should look like this.

42.
Continue to place the foil tape pieces over the
LED strips, again avoiding the actual lights and
definitely avoiding the solder.

43.

Finish off the padding and protection around the
LED strip.
Take a piece of sponge and place it over the
plastic and wires as shown.
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44.

Cut a larger piece of foil tape, then carefully
fasten down the sponge padding.
Make sure that no part of the foil tape touches
the wires or any solder on the LED strip.

45.

It should look something like this.
It doesn’t matter if a bit of the sponge is showing. The main thing
is to firmly pad down that part of the LED strip.

46.

Check that the light is still working.
As you start fixing down the rest of the LED strip with foil tape,
check frequently that the light is working. It is so annoying when
you’ve done a whole lot and then you have to undo it until you
find the spot causing the problem.

47.

Keep a close eye out for the solder. Don’t let the foil tape get
near it or else you will short the circuit and the light won’t work.

48.

Keep going around.
Keep the LED strip reasonably taut as you stick it down.
Work in short sections.

49.

Check that the LED lights still work.
Check frequently.
Keep going around until you run out of LED strip.
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50.

And here it is with all the LED strip in place.

51.

Finish the padding and protection of the wire connections on the
outside.

You’ll need some sponge.
And a wide piece of foil tape

52.

Leave the connector opening free.

Plug it in and put it on your head.
53.
Angle it so that you get a lot of light on the back of your neck.
The front should be above your eyebrows. You should be able to read or watch TV comfortably while
wearing your Eliza.
Aim for 10-20 minutes twice daily with a gap of at least 6 hours in between.
If you can only do once a day, make it 20 minutes.
If you can do twice a day, then 10-20 minutes each time would be perfect.
Don’t do more than 20 minutes at any one time.
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54.

If you find that the hat is wobbly on your head, put a piece of
elastic between the holes where the bucket handle inserts.
This makes a chin strap and that helps stabilize it.

55.
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If you’ve made it this far, well done!
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